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FOR OUR OWN SUCCESS
TO BE REAL, IT MUST
CONTRIBUTE TO THE
– Eleanor Roosevelt

ABOUT US
We here at $Streamerinu have one purpose;
to help streamers’ dream come true. We are
a crypto charity token to support underpaid
streamers accomplish their goals and
dreams. We convy a message of love while
bridging Defi with Streaming. As fellow
streamers who never really made it, we try
to spread joy and positivity across the
streaming community, and we felt it was
our duty to jump in and keep pushing that
energy.
How do we support them? Keep on
reading!

Tokenomics
1,000,000,000 TOKENS
100% in Circulation Locked No Team Tokens
Max Buy: 10,000,000 Max Wallet: 20,000,000

13% TAX

Treasuary
(6%)
The treasuary is used to fund the
initiatve to support streamers,
such as donations, merch,
tournaments... etc.

Marketing
Marketing is essential for any
business in the world, we are
dedicated to use marketing
materials outside the regular
crypto-marketing techniques. Such
as sponsorships, news outlets,
referral program and more

(5%)

Team
(2%)

The team is made of multiple
talents, and running a project
like this is bigger than a full-time
job, we have bills to pay and
villages to feed.
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quick
Roadmap
Phase 1
Stealth launch
500 TG members
Donations out to streamers on multiple
platforms
CT/TG marketing
Final designs for our merchandise products
CG/CMC Listings
500 Holders
Phase 2
Merchandise Online
Starting language groups
Reaching out to big streamers in a variety of
genres for strategic partnerships
Sponsorships program for underpaid streamers
Starting DAO
Articles out on major networks
1000 Holders & TG Members
Phase 3
Establishment of Streamerinu Bureau (SIB), the
official crypto bureau for streamers all over the
world.
Hosting tournaments
Sponsor teams and people in major events
Partnership with major streaming platforms
CEX listings
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Let’s dig a
little deeper
Nice and fancy so far, but break it down to me more,
what else can we do other than donation to support streamers?

SPONSORSHIPS

FUND

MARKETING

Sponsoring streamers
based on the DAO’s
decision, will be on a
monthly basis.

Funding utilities or anything
streamers need (PCs, Travel,
Housing.. etc) based on the
DAO’s decision.

Streamers need help
marketing themselves, and
with crypto connections to
celebs, we can help them
do that.

GRAPHICS

TRAINING

COMMUNITY

Graphics are what makes
things pop for streamers,
and considering we have
the best, we will be offering
it to them as well.

With our growth, we will
welcome more
experienced streamers
into our community, they
will help train the young

Streamers need more than
just money, they need
engagement, viewers and
subs, we plan to help
provide them with it.

EVENTS

MERCH

DONATIONS

E-Sport tournaments,
Comic Cons, talent shows,
music shows, and much
more.

When you stream, you
want to look good. We will
have one of the best
merch to order and wear,
on demand.

Finally, donations are an
incredible way to show
love to all those people,
surprising them with big
numbers... They deserve it.
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A message
from cov,
If you’ve ever wondered what it felt
like to be Oprah or Elen, watching LIVE
the good you’re giving,
the difference you’re making,
the lives you’re changing,
the moments you’re creating.
There has never been a better project
to get involved with.
Join us, be part of something great,
part of the new lives we’re changing.
– Covfefe

Important
links
CHART:
https://www.dextools.io/app/ether/pair-explorer/0x3
5d7a9f09cd1322832098b61f9bf4cc5dd18e808
ETHERSCAN:
https://etherscan.io/token/0x0e8d2eb7d6bdf28393
c25a1966385ad32ff0259a
UNISWAP:
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0x
0e8d2eb7d6bdf28393c25a1966385ad32ff0259a&ch
ain=mainnet
TELEGRAM:
https://t.me/streamerinueth
DISCORD:
https://discord.gg/tyMEJ549dK
WEBSITE:
https://www.Streamerinu.com
TWITTER | FACEBOOK | TIKTOK | YOUTUBE |
TWITCH | INSTAGRAM:
@StreamerInu
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